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Hunters and Guides and
HHK Safaris partnership
have just completed our
first safari with Lipilichi
Wilderness in the Niassa
game Reserve, Northern
Mozambique.
3 of our long standing clients, who hunt with us on
an annual basis, jumped at
the opportunity to hunt this
vast wilderness area, lured
by the opportunity to hunt
this new area in a country
with a history of famous
buffalo and ivory hunters
and their safaris.
They were not to be
disappointed.
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The area is vast and the game is spread
through acres and acres of Miombo woodland
broken by grassy vleis. The days are long
and the hunting is challenging, with walking
on tracks high on the agenda. But the trophy
quality is there.
Clients should expect an early start to their
day and know that this area is not where you
expect to see herds of game around every
corner.
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Low quotas with minimal hunting pressure
have ensured that the chances of success are
high and the sense of achievement at the end
of the day fulfilling.

The camps are comfortable
and well catered.

The results speak
for themselves.
Besides 3 very good buffalo, eland and
roosevelt sable taken by each hunter.
Mark Bristow took leopard and an exeptional
elephant in the 80lb (36kg) range. A trophy of
a lifetime.

Mark Bristow, Willem Jacobs and Marcelo
Kim, guided by experienced professional
hunters Derek “gomez “ Adams, Doug Kok
and Clint Burton assisted by PH’s Howard
Hunter and Gavin Hume were all up for the
adventure and its challeges.

We hope that these results will encourage
those hunters with a sense of adventure
to visit this exiting wilderness
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